Prehistoric Cultural Characters of Bangkai Hill, Dukuhrejo Village, Mantewe District, Tanah Bumbu Regency, South Kalimantan Province
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ABSTRACT

Bukit Bangkai is one of the small karst hills located in the Mantewe karst area, Tanah Bumbu Regency. The Mantewe karst area is a small part of the karst area in the southern part of the Meratus Mountains, starting from the Batu Sopang Regency (East Kalimantan), Balangan Regency, Kotabaru and Tanah Bumbu. The results of archaeological research conducted by the South Kalimantan Archaeological Center show that Bangkai Hill was the location of choice for prehistoric humans as a place of residence. Proof of occupancy includes; findings of various types of rock artifacts, remains of burning activities, food remains, burial remains, and cave wall painting. An interesting problem to pose is the character of the prehistoric culture that occurred on Bukit Bangkai in the past. The problem is tried to be expressed using descriptive research methods with an approach to observing the form and contextual findings to get answers to the problems above. Information on the prehistoric cultural character of Bukit Bangkai will increase knowledge of the local cultural history of South Kalimantan, especially in Tanah Bumbu Regency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

South Kalimantan has a large potential karst area. The karst area is located in almost all existing districts and is divided into 2 regions, namely the western and eastern parts of the Meratus Mountains. The western part of the karst area is located in Tabalong, Hulu Sungai Utara, Balangan, Hulu Sungai Tengah, Hulu Sungai Selatan, and Ta-pin districts, while the eastern part is located in Kotabaru and Tanah Bumbu districts. The results of research by the South Kalimantan Archaeology Center since 1994, provide an overview of the development of prehistoric culture in Bukit Batu Buli, Tabalong Regency. The prehistoric culture is reflected in the findings of the Babi Cave, Tengkorak Cave, and Cupu Cave (a small rock-shelter) sites. Babi cave was used as a place of prehistoric human habitation by developing middle stone tool-making technology (mesolithic) with simple hunting and gathering (Widianto, Simanjuntak, and Toha, 1997). Prehistoric humans who developed this culture found evidence in the form of burial remains at the Tengkorak cave site. The carbon dating of these human remains is 5880 ± 60 BP (Widianto and Handini, 2003).
This information encourages the development of prehistoric archaeo-
logical research, especially in other karst areas around the Meratus Mountains. Prehistoric cultural exploration re-search activities in karst areas in the Hulu Sungai Utara, Hulu Sungai Ten-gah, and Hulu Sungai Selatan regencies have not yet obtained encouraging results. The resources of the karst area in the area are quite good, but there is no indication of paying caves or niches that were used as prehistoric human dwellings in the past. Some of them have been used as secondary burial sites by later ethnic groups. It was not until 2008 when the South Kalimantan Archaeology Center began intensive visits and research in the Mantewe karst area in Tanah Bumbu Regency.

The results were very encouraging, the Mantewe karst area which is spread over several villages has a large poten-tial of prehistoric habitation sites. For example, Sugung Cave and Pembic-araan Cave (Mantewe village), Payung Cave (Bulurejo village), and Bangkai Cave (Dukuhrejo village). At that time, Sugung Cave and Bangkai Cave were already managed as local tourist attrac-tions that were visited quite a lot. The results of exploratory research at Sugung Cave show that the cave ter-race was used as a temporary dwelling place for prehistoric humans, with the main activities of making stone tools (types of blade flakes) and food pro-cressing with evidence of shell remains and animal bone fragments (Sugiyanto et al., 2015). While Payung Cave is a prehistoric habitation site located on a high karst hillside, its condition is dis-turbed (Fajari and Kusmartono, 2012; Fajari, 2013; 145-156).

Figure 2. Map of the Bangkai cave site in Tanah Bumbu Regency, South Kalimantan

Meanwhile, the Bangkai Cave in Dukuhrejo Village is a cave that has been managed by the local community as a cave exploration tourist spot. Lo-cated on the slope of a small karst hill called Bangkai Hill. Bangkai Cave is located in the center of the hill with the direction facing the village settlement (South). The morphological condition of Bangkai Cave tends to be wet and humid, and there are no visible surface findings. Observations finally focused on the condition of the caves and other niches on Bangkai Hill.

The results were quite surprising, as it turned out that this small Bangkai Hill has around 25 cave and rock-shelter sites that have indications of archaeological occupancy (including the Bangkai Cave which is used as a tourist destination for cave tours) (Sugiyanto 2008). Starting in 2010, research activities focused on the sites of Bangkai Cave 1, Bangkai Rock-shelter 1, Bangkai Rock-shelter 11, Bangkai Rock-shelter 12, and Bangkai Cave 10 (Sugiyanto, 2010; Sugiyanto, et.al. 2014).

Specifically, research related to burial activities has been carried out since 2014 and 2015. The discovery of human skeletons at the Bangkai Cave 10 site became the main focus of activities, including observing their shape and condition. Based on observations of the existing anatomy and bone mor-phology, it was confirmed that the hu-man skeleton was from the Mongoloid race group (human skeletons located at a depth of 35-40 cm), and a mixed group between the Mongoloid and Australomelanesoid races (for human skeletons located at a depth of 45-40 cm) (Noerwidi, Oktrivia, and Sugiyanto, 2022).

The information above is the basis for the interpretation of prehistoric culture that developed in the caves and umbrella niches on Bangkai Hill during prehistoric times. Unfortunately, chronology tests carried out on bone sam-ples from human skeletons at the Bangkai Cave 10 site have not been successful (failed). The failure of the chronology test carried out in Waikato was caused by a reduction in collagen elements in the bone samples tested. The high humidity factor is stated to be the cause of damage to collagen in the bones.

2. PROBLEMS

The results of prehistoric archaeo-
logical research on Bangkai Hill open new insights into knowledge related to prehistoric culture. Previously, in the South Kalimantan region, prehistoric stone artifacts were usually only found in open areas such as riverbanks or riverbeds, such as at the Awangbangkal site, for example. Stone tool discovery sites that can only provide information regarding the shape of the tool and perhaps the location of the source of the material or small remains of the manufacturing process. The discovery of the Babi Cave and Tengkorak Cave sites in Tabalong was the discovery of the first prehistoric residential site and prehistoric burial site in South Kali-mantan, especially in the karst area in the Meratus Mountains. The prehistoric culture here was developed by the Australomelanesoid human race group who adopted folded burial positions. They live in caves with the main activi-ties of hunting animals,
collecting (gathering) food around the cave, and making tools from stone and bone. What about the prehistoric culture that developed on Bangkai Hill in the Man-tewe region?

3. RESEARCH METHODS

The research method used in discussing the proposed problems is a descriptive research method with an approach to observing the shape and space of the findings produced during research activities. Observations based on the time of the incident are currently still waiting for the latest information regarding technical or chronological test technology that can be applied to the findings of human skeletons and several other samples. Observations of form or morphology will be strengthened by contextual observations of existing findings, so that it is hoped that they can explain the series of events that have occurred at these sites in the past.

4. DISCUSSION

Bangkai Hill, which is located in the karst area in the Dukuhrejo Village area, has very high potential for prehistoric residential sites. There are lots of caves and rock-shelter on the slopes, both directly on the ground and on steep and high slopes. The conditions of the caves and rock-shelter here very greatly. This condition is caused by the environment around Bangkai Hill which tends to be wet, and often floods during the rainy season. Some caves have long and wide hallways, but there are also long and narrow hallways. Likewise with the existing rock-shelter. The condition of caves and rock-shelter, especially those that are dry and tend to be bright, is the main choice as a temporary or permanent residence. The choice of residential location was also based on the fertility of the natural environment, related to the availability of clean water, sources of food, and sources of rock materials for making stone tools.

Physically, the condition of Bangkai Hill as a type of Tunggal karst hill has a good function of absorbing and storing rainwater. Several streams in Bangkai Hill can be used as water sources, and there is still a small lake in front of which the water almost never runs dry. This small lake is about 500 meters from Bangkai hill, and is known as Te-laga Hijau (Rowo Ijo - local Javanese language). Apart from water, this lake also provides andesite rock which is usually used as a hammer in the process of making stone tools. Meanwhile, the source of rock for potential tools can be searched for and found in the Selliau River, which is quite far from Bangkai Hill. As a source of food, the forests around Bangkai Hill provide various types of animals that can be hunted, such as partridges, monitor lizards, pigs, deer, mouse deer, and others. Freshwater mussels are often found in swamps and small rivers around Bangkai Hill (Sugiyanto 2008).

In general, the condition of the caves and rock-shelter on Bangkai Hill is very suitable for use as a residence or shelter for prehistoric humans. Another consideration is related to the condition of the cave and rock-shelter. Usually the conditions chosen are caves or rock-shelters where the ground is dry, bright due to the high intensity of sunlight, fresh and not damp which is closely related to air circulation, and relatively flat and quite wide. With these conditions, prehistoric humans could carry out the activities of making stone tools, making fire and cooking food, and other activities well and comfortably.

Caves and rock-shelters that were chosen as residences (houses) or as places to display graphic art (galleries) include Bangkai cave 1, Bangkai rock-shelter 1, Bangkai rock-shelter 11, Bangkai rock-shelter 12. Meanwhile, for ritual purposes related to burials, they used the Bangkai cave 10 site which is on the slopes of Bangkai Hill behind Bangkai cave 1 (Sugiyanto and Jatmiko, 2014).

Bangkai cave 1, which is a long and large niche, guarantees security and comfort for living in it. Water sources are available at a very close distance, food sources, whether in the form of game or other animals, live in the forests around Bangkai Hill and in several small rivers or swamps around it. Likewise, the availability of abundant sources of rock materials has
encouraged the intensive process of tool making (workshops) at this site.

Figure 4. Several flake and blade from Bangkai Cave 1 sites (Personal documentation)

This site has a dry and relatively flat land surface that is higher than the surrounding land. On the surface of the land are scattered thousands of rock fragments, shells and several animal bone fragments, which prove that this site was used by prehistoric humans in the past. The 5 excavation boxes that were opened showed that there was a fairly good spatial arrangement. The direction facing the Bangkai cave 1 site is to the south. Based on the findings, the western area was used as a place for making stone tools (workshop). The central area is used as a place to make fire and process food. Meanwhile, there are several small alcoves on the Bangkai cave 1 site that are used as places to express their feelings or the art of painting that they have mastered.

Figure 5. Human image motifs in Liang Bangkai 1, geometric image motifs in Ceruk Bangkai 1, poultry motifs in Ceruk Bangkai 11, and human image motifs in Ceruk Bangkai 12 (Personal documentation)

The place where prehistoric imag-es in black are found exclusively is at the Bangkai rock-shelter 11 and Bangkai rock-shelter 12 sites. Bangkai rock-shelter 1, which is near Bangkai cave 1, only has a few images in black and is in a worn condition. Meanwhile, those at the Bangkai rock-shelter 11 and 12 sites still look good and clear. All the pictures are painted in black on the walls of the niche in quite large numbers. The results of the inventory carried out by BPCB East Kalimantan in 2018 showed that Bangkai rock-shelter 11 had 76 pictures, Bangkai rock-shelter 12 had 72 pictures (Inventory Team, 2018).

Almost all the images at the prehistoric site on Bangkai Hill are depicted in black. Using black as the only choice certainly has certain back-grounds and considerations. To find out still requires new data and special further research. The colors chosen to express art and beauty in prehistoric times include; red, yellow, brown, black, and white. The general depiction that is often found on cave wall draw-ing sites is the color red, especially with depictions of handprints, humans, Binatang, boats, suns and other geo-metric motifs. The use of black in cave wall drawing culture in Indonesia generally has a younger chronology com-pared to the
use of red. In the case of East Kalimantan, specifically at the complex of cave wall drawing sites in Sangkulirang-Mangkalihat, the use of black was found to overlap with the use of other colors, either as images themselves or as images related to other images (see figure 3).

Figure 6. Image of a human in black from Kayu Ara Cave, Sangkulirang-Mangkalihat (BPCB East Kalimantan Documentation, 2016)

The percentage of use of black at the prehistoric site at Sangkulirang-Mangkalihat is very small compared to the use of red. The results of the latest chronology test, the red color used to describe animals at the Jeri Saleh cave site shows an age of 40.88 ± 0.84 thousand years (Aubert et al. 2018; 255). Meanwhile, the chronology of the many filled-in images found on handprint images in this site complex, all of which are made in black, is unknown. Apart from that, a special cave site was also found that had black drawings in Ara cave (Fage and Chazine, 2010). Different conditions were found in South Kalimantan, namely very few red images and predominantly black in the depictions at all prehistoric sites in Mantewe. How could something like this happen, and to answer it we need new data that is still stored in the Mantewe karst area.

All the sites on Bangkai Hill above are clearly evidence of cultural heritage developed by prehistoric humans. So who were prehistoric humans? The ultimate question in the study of prehistoric archeology or any other archeology is who created, developed, or used the culture? When? where do they come from? The answer to this question cannot always be found in an archaeological site alone, and to be able to answer it must go through a series of careful and continuous research activities. The site that can be used to answer the question above is the Bangkai cave 10 site, which is a prehistoric human burial site equipped with a very worn "handprint" image. This image was only visible after the research team really carefully observed the cave walls and was assisted by quite sophisticated image analysis technology (In-ventory Team, 2019) (see fig. 7).

Figure 7. Handprint rock art at the Liang Bangkai 10 site (BPCB East Kalimantan 2019)

The finding of this handprint is the first handprint found, especially in the South Kalimantan region. And the presence of this handprint seems to be a certain sign that is closely related to the existing burial. The connection between cave wall drawings and burials is widely stated by archaeologists. Apart from the worn handprint, no other images were found on the cave walls at the Bangkai cave 10 site. The color of this handprint is also very worn, making it difficult to examine. Most likely using red like the positive hand-stencil image found in Kotabaru Regency (Fajari et al., 2018).

The distribution of these prehistoric images in black covers two districts, namely Tanah Bumbu District and Kotabaru District. This can happen because the potential karst areas in these two regions are one geographical unit. This means that the karst area in the Mantewe District (Tanah Bumbu) is an inseparable part of the Kawa-san karst in the acid basin zone in the Tanah Bumbu and Kotabaru (Geoprak Mera-tus) districts. The regional zone is included in the Meratus Geopark development plan which will be proposed to Unesco.

The discovery of human skeletons at the Bangkai cave 10 site is a very important discovery for efforts to reconstruct the history of the inhabitation of
Kalimantan Island, especially the outermost part of the Meratus Mountains. Osteobiographical analysis shows that Frame 1 is a woman aged between 35-40 years, with affinity characteristics of the Asiatic (Mongol-oid) population. The grave was lying on its back, primed and sprinkled with ocher. Meanwhile, Frame 2 is a man aged between 45-49 years, with char-acteristics of a mixed Mongoloid and Australomelanesoid population af-finity who was also primary buried on his back (Noerwidi et.al. 2022; 104).

Based on the discussion above, it can be temporarily concluded that the prehistoric culture that developed in the caves on Bangkai Hill was at least supported by two human groups, the first being a mixed Mongoloid and Australomelanesoid population repre-sented by Frame 2. Then the next pat-tern remains. settled on Bangkai Hill is a Mongoloid population. These two populations developed the same stone tool technology, namely blade flake technology. During the settlement pe-riod, the Mongoloid population indi-cated the use of tools made from baked clay (pottery) and shells as jewelry.

5. CONCLUSION

The existence of Bangkai Hill on the map. The history of the develop-ment of prehistoric culture in South Kalimantan has a quite important posi-tion. The location of Bangkai Hill, which is in the southernmost part of the Meratus Mountains, provides a more complete and colorful insight into prehistoric human habitation. They inhabit caves around the slopes of Bangkai Hill with certain considera-tions and based on adequate environ-mental carrying capacity. In using these caves, they have special unique patterns. The Bangkai cave 1 site is used as a permanent residence with the main activity of making stone tools (per-workshop) with fire making and food processing activities in several parts of the cave terrace. Apart from that, they also used small niches in Bangkai cave 1 to depict "art" in black. The dominant use of black in the imag-es depicted is a unique and distinctive phenomenon that is different from the same culture in Sangkulirang-Mangkalihat (East Kalimantan). More intensive drawing activities were car-ried out in the Bangkai rock-shelter 11 and 12 which are close to the Bangkai cave 10 burrow which is used as a bur-ial site. The distinctive character of the choice of cave locations used for living and burial is clearly visible. The loca-tions of Bangkai cave 1 and Bangkai cave 10 are facing in different direc-tions (located on the slopes of hills with back). Coincidentally, such a pattern can also be seen at Babi Cave (settlement site) and Tengkorak Cave (burial site) on Batu Buli Hill, Tabalong. This is very interesting to be de-veloped more deeply in subsequent archaeo-logical research.
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